CTRM EXPERTISE

EXPERIENCE

LEADERSHIP.
MRE Consulting is a comprehensive professional services firm that understands both business and technology. Since 1994,
MRE has focused on Commodity Trading and Risk Management (CTRM), providing solutions and support services for
over 200 clients across North America, Europe and Asia-Pacific.

Success depends on selecting the right partner. MRE employs a proven approach that is innovative
and effective. Our philosophy is based on:
• Taking a long-term perspective
• Maintaining a client-first mentality
• Providing objective advice
• Building relationships with clients, staff and the community

One Firm. Multiple Capabilities.
Our capabilities range from strategic assessments of your entire company to management of specialized CTRM projects —
all from a single source.
Technology Assessments
CTRM SOLUTIONS
Business Process Reengineering
Custom Application Development
CTRM SERVICES

Data Warehousing and Reporting
Software Implementation / Upgrades / Enhancements

CTRM STAFFING

#1 in CTRM Consulting and Systems Integration.
In a recent survey conducted by CommodityPoint, a leading global
commodity trading research and analysis firm, MRE Consulting was identified
as the overall market leader among E/CTRM service providers.

(713) 844-6400 | mre-consulting.com

Application Support Management

CTRM EXPERTISE

Expertise on Demand.
MRE Consulting combines industry experience with market intelligence and a methodology that has proven successful
across a variety of environments. Through our “One Firm” approach, you have access to expertise in multiple
areas — from software selection to application support — from a single source.
As a vendor-neutral firm, we objectively assess your requirements and consider both commercial applications and
custom options to determine the right solution for your company. Our subject-matter experts have deep knowledge
of all major CTRM applications, and have completed numerous implementation, upgrade and optimization projects.
Our custom development team is equally versatile, having designed and deployed software solutions that span
different platforms and technologies.
VENDORS
• OpenLink
• Allegro
• Triple Point
• Sungard
• Amphora
• ShipNet
• ZEMA

COMMODITIES
• Natural Gas
• Crude
• Power
• Refined Products
• NGLs
• LNGs
• Coal
• Base and Precious Metals
• Agriculture

INDUSTRIES
• Integrated Energy
• Investment Banks
• Utilities
• Chemical Manufacturing
• Exploration and Production
• Energy Marketing and Trading
• Pipeline Services
• Agriculture
• Midstream Services

What industry leaders are saying about MRE Consulting.

“ Credit Suisse views MRE as a strategic partner
for our commodities business. ”– Credit Suisse
“ B G Group’s strategic partnership with MRE

Consulting produced numerous successes in
implementation, resulting in a world-class
trading and risk management platform.
– BG Group

“ MRE has become a trusted advisor for
Gavilon.”– Gavilon
(713) 844-6400 | mre-consulting.com

”

“ [Our engagement with MRE] resulted in quick
wins that had an immediate impact on our
business. ”– RBS Sempra Commodities
“ We would recommend [MRE] to any company
without hesitation. ” – Tauber Oil Company

